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October 21, 2013 
 
Dear Commission Secretary, 
 
This is a complaint against BC Hydro's Enrollment Form and all things to 
do with Smart Meters. I am seriously offended at the whole issue and 
have spelled out much of it in the attached letter to Greg Reimer that I 
have just sent to BC Hydro amongst others. Please read and use freely in 
the form of my complaint. 
 
Sincerely, Dawn Johnston 
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BC HYDRO SMART METER CHOICES PROGRAM



October 21, 2013 

Account#: XXXXX 

Account Holder: Dawn C Johnston 

 

 

To:  Greg Reimer 

 Executive VP, Transmission & Distribution BC Hydro 

Re: Smart Meter Choices Program 

 

 

 

Mr. Reimer,  

 

 I have received your letter to me regarding the options “available” to me. In that 

letter it says:  “As you requested, BC Hydro delayed upgrading the meter at your 

home. In 2013, the Provincial Government announced the Meter Choices Program, 

offering you a choice between:  

 A standard smart meter at no cost; 

 A radio-off meter, for a one-time set up fee and monthly operating 

fee; and 

 Keeping an old meter for a monthly fee” 

 

Firstly, I did not ever request to “delay” the upgrading of my meter. My signs and letters 

all have all, quite clearly stated that I do not accept an upgrade or an exchange, at any 

time, ever. No “delay” was requested. You twisted my truth. I stated that you cannot put a 

meter on my home. Check your records.  

 

Secondly, I do not accept your choices. I haven’t asked for any choices and you are trying 

to impose choices that in no possible way benefit me or my family. I choose none of them. 

Period. 

 It is interesting, if not despicable, however, how you’ve managed to make so many 

citizens feel so threatened that they will lose power etc. if they do not comply and 

so therefore accept your “smart meter” all the while promising non-existent 

benefits. You’ve had amazing success with people’s ignorance on the issue though 

and managed to equip most houses with them either by outright bullying, or else 

sneaking on properties while people work. Never were the true, full and complete 

facts presented to the people, so that they may make a proper, informed decision. 

Many people actually believed your completely one-sided campaigns touting the 



benefits of smart meters. Some actually have no idea, because BC Hydro never 

advertised these small truths: 

 

 That the meters are making us all sick, some more quickly than others. (Make sure 

you stick around to see the health statistics for the next generation and then tell us 

what you’ll attribute those rising health costs to.)  

 They not only destroy people, but animals, vegetation and even infrastructure 

(which you will have us pay handsomely for in the future, no?) 

 Smart meters are an absolute intrusion into our privacy, making us a monitored 

population. It is absolutely none of your business what we use or when, nor your 

right to sell that information to business and government alike. 

 Smart meters are making us less secure in our homes and more susceptible to 

home invasions. That raises policing costs, more cost to the people.  

 Smart meters are putting your whole grid at risk to a fateful cyber-attack which 

will kill thousands if not millions. Then what will you tell the people about your 

“smart” meters? Mistake? But we’ll all pay for that rebuilding of your superior 

system just the same, correct?  

 

How ever do any of you people sleep at night, knowing you’re responsible for all these 

wonders of the smart meter? Or will you stick to the campaign, make people believe it’s a 

great wonder that they now have the ability to monitor their fridge’s shopping list from 

their office, or say, turn off lights on their way to work? Amazingly, that’s worked pretty 

well for you so far.  

 

Lastly, this is my formal complaint regarding my Hydro bill. 

You have assured the people that a smart meter will save us money. Yet, my bill has 

skyrocketed.  What exactly am I paying a Step 1 and step 2 for? Even without a smart 

meter, you’ll have me cook at odd hours, keep the heat down, lights off in order to retain 

the same figure at the bottom of my invoice? People will now have to completely change 

family breakfast and dinner times, keep the heat off, in order to be able to pay their 

bill…or get their power cut off completely when they cannot afford your highway 

robbery? Absolutely ridiculous! And criminal. This is more manipulation of our lives. The 

people’s lives. You’ve now decided that my step 2 is four times the usage of my step 1? 

Nothing has changed here. In fact, there are less people than this time last year. It’s been 

decided that I now will pay exorbitant rates to keep the very same lifestyle? No smart 

meter is even installed here yet!  Then of course, you’ve given me the “option” to keep my 

old meter… a monthly fee…read even higher bill. 

 



Again, how do you all sleep at night? Or are you so proud of your wages and position that 

you are willing to commit this crime on your fellow British Columbians? If I truly live in a 

democracy, I, and others like me, must be given the CHOICE of keeping an analog meter 

at no additional charge. We, who do not choose a SM in a democracy, must not be 

punished for what we believe in. We must be given the choice to live the way we believe 

is best for us. Otherwise, we live in a dictatorship. 

 

I simply opt out of your whole scheme. I do not, at any time postpone or otherwise accept 

the installation of a smart meter. I am also considering paying last year’s amounts to you 

for future bills. They were already high, but I’d be willing to continue paying it. If you 

threaten to cut off my power however, or in fact do, I will use newspapers, radio and 

associations to spread your decision.  

 

How ever do you people sleep at night? 

 

 

Most sincerely, 

 

Dawn Johnton  




